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The Institute
In the year 2004, Lloyd group established its sprawling campus in the lush green environment in Greater
Noida, 25 kms from Delhi. The Institute offers multi-disciplinary industry oriented-programs. It is one of the
best private institutes in the North India. From business management programs to programs in pharmaceutical
technologies and from legal studies to education programmes, Lloyd is a veritable profusion of educational
services.
B.Pharmacy programme of Lloyd is NBA Accredited which reassures the promise to delivered quality
education.

Vision of the Institution
"To become a globally recognized, education and research organization in the field of pharmaceutical sciences
and produce quality professionals to contribute to the well being of society and growth of Pharmaceutical
Industry.”

Mission of the Institution
To produce high quality professionals with quality education, technical training, sensitive to the ever
changing needs of the profession, society, industry and country.
To create an environment of continuous upgradation and higher studies to meet professional, economic and
social standards.
To promote innovation, research, entrepreneurship to meet challenges and foster an environment of
collaborations.
To inculcate high morals, professional and ethical values amongst our students, transforming them to
quality service providers.

Quality Policy
The quality policy of the Lloyd Group is to achieve stakeholders' satisfaction by providing quality education
with global outlook.
The path to achieving this will encompass a result-oriented, continually evolving process of teaching and
learning. We aim to continually strive towards providing great infrastructural facilities, and networking
opportunities with leading corporate houses and research organizations to create an incubational environment
for leading innovation and change.
Lloyd group also aims to fulfill our societal obligations through creating extensive services and community
development programs along with entrepreneurship development initiatives aimed at societal improvement.

Message from President
Lloyd has always been high lyer since 17 years. Right from the establishment of
Department of Pharmacy in the year 2004 to the opening of new courses and skill
development programs under Lloyd's Industry based short term Certi ication Program, it
has achieved many milestones. I wish the department runs in a similar manner under the
kind guidance of Prof. Vandana Arora Sethi.
Our expansion to Lloyd School of Pharmacy has strengthened our workforce and gave us a
Mr. Manohar Thairani

new vision to become a globally recognized, education and research organization.
We are expanding in terms of quantity and quality as well. Newer modular laboratories
have been set up for eﬀective and more skillful conduct of practical. This is the outcome of
consistent endeavors of the team members.
I am happy to apprise that Lloyd is very sooner starting Graduation Course in Forensic
Sciences af iliated to National Forensic Sciences University (NFSU).
I am really excited to see the new entrants to the Lloyd family in the coming session. I
assure you that Lloyd will provide everything to make sure that they get accomplished in
the ield of Pharmacy.

Mr. Manohar Thairani

Message from Group Director
With the advent of IT and other technologies, Lloyd is also endeavoring to strive through
to maintain its prestigious position in the list of Pharmacy Institutes in NCR Region. The
newly established drug designing laboratory equipped with ligand scout software is a
pioneer step to be tech savvy and stay ahead. The session 2021-2022 has witnessed
tremendous growth and opportunities. Our expansion to the Lloyd school of pharmacy
(Campus-2) is a big achievement to our setup.
I am happy to share that Lloyd has been recognized as Scienti ic & industrial research
Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi organization (SIRO) by Department of Scienti ic and Industrial Research, Government of
India. We have successfully completed the course of Diploma in Law and Pharmacy under
National Skills Quality Framework, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship,
Government of India.
We successfully conducted the AICTE Sponsored International Conference on "National
Education Policy-Transformational Reforms in Higher Education" on December 17th18th. More than 700 delegates from 75 organizations & 12 diﬀerent states participated in
this Conference which brought educators, policy makers, faculties and students to give
their valuable experts on NEP.
Lloyd is a landmark in the ield of Pharmacy Education. It has always stood as symbol of
Innovation and Excellence. I assure the upcoming undergraduate and Postgraduate
batches that they have made the right choice to study and grow with Lloyd.

Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi
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INDUSTRIAL VISIT
MERRIL PHARMA PVT. LTD
As per A.K.T.U. Curriculum Lloyd Institute of Management & Technology (Pharm.) organized Industrial Visit
to Merril Pharma Pvt. Ltd. at Roorkee, Uttarakhand on 25th September, 2021. of August, 2021.
Industrial Visit was very insightful for inal year students as they got the practical exposure to diﬀerent areas
of Pharma production. Merril Pharma staﬀs were very courteous as they cleared all the doubts of students.
Merril Pharma is a renowned pharmaceutical company which deals in API, Solid Dosage Forms, Liquid
Dosage Forms, Parenteral and Semi Solid Dosage Forms.
We are very thankful to Mr. Ravi, HR Manager, Merril Pharma for his endless support during our visit.

EARTH SOUL AYURVEDA PVT. LTD.
The industrial visit started from college campus at around 9:30 AM
via college bus on 12th of April 2022. Two faculty members Mr.
Shekhar Sharma and Ms. Nisha Gupta were accompanying the 56
students. We have reached the location by 10:30AM. At the very
beginning of our visit the quality assurance personnel directed us to
the entry of the industry as well as procedure for entrance into the
diﬀerent department. There was a separate changing room before
entering to ensure proper hygiene and aseptic conditions.
Students were divided into two groups for the easy access of various
departments. First batch has gone to Tablet Manufacturing Unit and
the second batch has gone to Semi-solid section. The quality
manager Mr. Tej Veer Singh clearly demonstrated all the equipment
present in the industry; also he was explaining all the queries asked
by the students. Light refreshments were arranged by the company
for all the students and faculty members. The Managing Director
and Founder of company Miss Vani Ahuja and Dr Kumar also gave couple of minutes in addressing the
students and knowing their views and feedback. It was a very open and informative visit to Earthsoul
Ayurveda. Finally we moved from company at about 3 o'clock and reach the college campus back by 4 o'clock.
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LLOYD'S NIYUKTI 2022

The Job Fest Season 6 got concluded successfully. The event
witnessed phenomenal achievements. Niyukti is a Hindi
term. It's English synonym is appointment. The one word
which makes a candidate & company most close to each
other is appointment. As the meaning of its name, Niyukti is
one opportunity that gets job seekers & talent seekers closer
to each other. Niyukti has made an unforgettable mark in the
minds of both Recruiters as well as Job Seekers. After the
completion of 5 remarkable seasons, the 6th season has also
got completed successfully. The job Fest took place for ive
days from March 8th to March 12th, 2022. More than 70
companies took part in hiring from Niyukti 2022, Season 6. Companies like SBI Credit Card, Nimbus Post, Zero
Degree, Boston University India Foundation, GSK, Chetu, etc. are hired at Niyukti 2022. Like previous seasons,
this season has also been commendable for Management Job Seekers. Companies like Boston University
Foundation India, SBI Credit Card, Transique Corporate Advisors, Bajaj Finserv, etc hired from Niyukti 2022.
This season added a new domain in its kitty i.e. engineering. Niyukti 2022 oﬀered opportunities with
companies like ACC Cement, Infojini Inc, Chetu, Supertech, etc to Engineering Job Seekers. More than 2100
Job Seekers from 170 colleges & Universities participated in the job fest. Job Seekers from Delhi University, IP
University, CCS University, AKTU, Amity University, Jamia, etc participated in Niyukti 2022. More than 450
Oﬀers were raised during these 5 days of Niyukti 2022, The Job Fest. Pharmacy Job Seekers also got
opportunities to be a part of companies like Genlife, Glaxosmithkline,

Alkem, Nutrilife, Aristo, Dishman

Pharmaceuticals (API Manufacturing), Medisage etc. This season the candidates took active participation in
both the modes online and of line. And the response was overwhelming from the Recruiters side wherein
they conducted Group discussions followed by one to one interviews.
The oﬀers in Sales and Marketing and Retail Pharmacy which included Glaxosmithkline, Genlife, Medikart,
Lifeserve, Alkem, Nutrilife, Aristo etc were about 100. Followed by oﬀers in Production QA and QC which
included Dishman Pharmaceuticals, Pritam International (Wonder products), Biodeal Pharma, YPSO med,
3

Merril pharma, Higlance Laboratories, Arbro Pharmaceuticals, Vee Excel Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
which accounted for 70.
Niyukti, since its beginning, has performed extraordinarily. Overall last 5 seasons recorded more than 200+
companies, 1200+ oﬀers, and 6500+ participants.
Some of the pharmacy companies registered in “Niyukti Job Fest 2022” are as follows:
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“MARGDARSHAN”
AS ALUMNUS GUEST LECTURE
Wednesday, April 27th 2022: Lloyd Institute of Management
and Technology, Greater Noida organised “MARGDARSHAN”
as Alumnus Guest Lecture on April 27th 2022 at Lloyd
Campus-1. Dr. Poornima Agrawal, Assistant Manager,
Fresenius Medical Care Pvt. Ltd. took over the session after
her brief introduction to the pharmacy students. She spoke
on the topic, “Career Prospects in Pharmacy for Gen Z”.
Dr. Poornima Agrawal was from the Lloyd’s Batch 2005-09 &
has over 8 years of experience in pharmaceutical sector. Dr.
Agrawal shared her experiences in corporate world and
emphasized that college students shouldn’t overlook the importance of personal management, time
management, punctuality, being presentable as professionals, which all would add up on their reputation and
performance evaluation sheets that most reputable
corporate in India are keen upon.
It was an eﬀective alumni engagement guest series
lecture where students acquainted about career
prospects in private and government organizations.
An elaborate discussion was also done focusing on
Academic and Industrial sector job opportunities.
Further the discussion ended with a series of Q & A,
where students got to ask questions and discussed
with Dr. Agrawal.

INDUSTRIAL MOTIVATION CAMPAIGN FOR YOUTH 2022
Tuesday, February, 22nd 2022: An “Industrial
Motivation Campaign for Youth “ was successfully held
at Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology on
22nd February 2022 in collaboration with the Ministry
of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME),
Government of India. The event was marked by
gracious presence of the Chief Guest of the event, Shri.
R. S. Chauhan, Retd. I.P.S, President of (SBCCI). The
function was presided over by Dr. Nusrat Zafar,
Chairman NIMC, Hindustan Pharmacy, NBC channel,
etc. Besides, of icials from MSME, Shri. B. P. Singh, Asst.
Director Gr.1, MSME, New Delhi, and Shri. Parvinder
Singh, Asstt. Director, MSME, New Delhi were present.
The program commenced with lamp lightening and recital of Saraswati Vandana followed by welcome
5

address by the Group Director, Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi. In her address she emphasized “This is the best
opportunity for students to learn about startups, entrepreneurships & schemes of MSME. Moreover, thinking
diﬀerently & being curious about something makes a diﬀerence in career and life.”
Later, the objectives of the program were delivered by Shri. B. P. Singh. He shared his personal experience and
his career growth over the past years and how his principles & tools made him successful. The inaugural
address was delivered by Shri. R. S. Chauhan who shared his experiences and motivated the students to grab
the opportunity to learn and adapt according to the demands of the industry. He said, “One should take risks
to grow in their career.”
Dr. Nushrat Zafar, gave his insights for the developing interest towards the startups learning and told the
students to follow their passion for their desired career. He also mentioned how creative thinking for any
business can lourish with proper guidance and support, both motivationally and inancially. At the end, Shri.
Parvinder Singh proposed the vote of thanks on behalf of MSME. Overall, the Campaign was a success and
students got to learn a lot.

RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

MoU Between
The Dale View College of Pharmacy
& Research Centre
and Lloyd

The collaboration between
Good Society Ethical Research
& Research Centre, Lloyd for
Clinical Study Approvals
6
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THE MOON
How beautiful is the moon ,
I was waiting for you since the noon.
Whenever as a baby I cry ,
You are the only one for my feelings to hide.
You know me the best amongst all my friends,
I know you receive all the message which I send,
Ohh moon you are with me till the night end .
So there are a lot of scars on you moon,
But stars are with you just like a boon.
I feel I'm the moon unable to ind stars,
Who will stay close to my beauty as well as scars.
You know I'm all alone here ,
With so many sorrow which I don't share .
It's ok everything will be alright ,
Eventually time passes I'll be ine .
Today moon refuses to shine,
Told me this time is only mine.
All I have to do now is capture light,
And make this world bright.
SACHIKA
B. Pharma (1st Yr.)

LEARN WHAT OUR NATURE TEACHES!
Flower- Always smiling and spreading the sweet fragrance of beauty, health and happiness.
Bees- Co-operation and always work with pleasure.
Trees- Bearing fruits and bowing their heads.
Rivers- Regularly marching towrds its goals and overcoming all obstacles.
Sun- Giving heat and light to all high and low, rich and poor, good and bad irrespective of caste and colur.
Moon- Shinning with divine pleasure and calmness even during troubnles.
Lamp- Spreading light of happiness in the lives of the disillusioned.
Mountains- Thinking always high and being irm.

Ms. Savita Bhati
Associate Professor
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SELF CONFIDENCE: FIRST STEP TO SUCCESS

“Self confidence is the first requisite to great undertakings”
- Samuel Johnson

This world, in which we live, is a very competitive one. It is popularly described as a rat race, full of
competent people and the ittest of them survives. Success is not a cake walk. One has to face lots of
hardships and obstacles to taste success. The most important aspect in achieving success is self
con idence. However, people are ambitious but not con ident enough to go for it. Infact, most of them
don't know how to go about it or are terri ied to take risks in their lives. Self con idence is not something
which can be achieved in a day or two. Let us understand that we are not born with it. It's the situation we
face, motivation from others and self motivation that make us truly con ident. Hence those of us who feel
that we lack con idence, have no reason to be upset.
There are 3 kinds of people. One, who dream big but do not have any idea how to pursue it. The second,
who are over con ident and end up ruining their opportunities. Lastly, the ones who are con ident and
have talent. This segment knows what they want and how to move further. For attaining a goal, it is
important to strive for it and work on the strategies relentlessly. It is necessary to make proper planning
and follow up. We will come across ups and downs but should not lose focus and give up. Work hard
throughout and be focused until the desired result is achieved. Now, the question arises as to what are the
plans/strategies. At the outset, one has to be disciplined.
It is not easy as it sounds, but, requires lot of commitment. However, it is not impossible. Take good care
of physique as it is very important when it comes to self con idence. Healthy food habits and proper sleep
are very much essential. Since hard work is involved, it is imperative that we do not lose hope or be
disheartened. Knowing who you are and what your strengths are, is an area that requires your utmost
focus. However, it depends on how we perceive it.
Everybody has laws, but we have to shine through them. Don't lose hope, be patient, take care of oneself
and work hard. The puzzle will fall in place.

Ms. Shivani Singh
Associate Professor
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BLENDED LEARNING IN COVID ERA:
Pre and Post Covid Times, Lessons Learnt and Way Forward
The pandemic has enforced us all to think for other
ways to learn, teach and interact. It has signi icantly
aﬀected many aspects of social life, including the
transformation of the educational system. In the
province of education COVID has taught us the
modi ications in teaching methods, examination
pattern, student assessment parameters.
WHAT IS BLENDED LEARNING (BL)
Blended learning or Hybrid learning was always
there but before Covid it was just an option for both
teacher and learner. But during Covid we moved in
this direction slowly facing hindrance, ambiguity
about the future, and even panic. Technology is a critical element in the whole process. Various resources such
as video lectures, articles, podcast are provided to the students before each class. This then releases up time
in class for teachers to support students in activities, lead discussions and facilitate participation.
ROLE OF TEACHERS IN BL ENVIRONMENT
BL provides an appropriate balance between online instructions, which oﬀers the interactive, tech-based
learning, individualized pacing, and privacy that keep students endlessly engaged and motivated, and
teacher-led instruction, which personalizes the learning experience and adds the human elements of
inspiration, understanding, and thoughtful direction that only teachers can give.
ROLE OF A LEARNER IN BL
1. Student ownership: BL provides the learner with so much e content that he knows something about a
topic and he feels more responsible towards his learning.
2. Learning at their own pace: BL gives the ability to access internet resources anytime to learn at their
own pace, meaning a teacher can help speed up the learning along with the lexibility of timings..
3. Focus on a topic for longer: This allows a learner to search data online and extract the information from
endless resources for longer than on books and papers.
4. Student readiness: BL drives a learner for better decision making, self l earning and improves research
skills.
5. Enhanced interest: It makes students curious for a new topic and take charge of his or her own learning,
which develops an ability that will be adaptable across all subjects.
ADVANTAGES OF BL
1. Peer support: It allowed students to make and maintain connections with other students, and their
learning institution, even when oﬀ campus.
2. Enhanced retention: Many studies indicate that BL has increased the retention time by 25-60%.It makes
students more responsible and encourages self-learning.
3. Interpersonal skills: Online teaching, virtual classes has developed soft skills among educators and
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learners as well. As we all know these interpersonal skills are essential for growth any profession. BL has
given the platform for vocalizing their understanding of concepts, email writing, connecting with other
students around the world.
4. Increased satisfaction: Blended learning inspires self-learning, where students are required to look for
material online self-suf iciently, rather than just a desk and chair classroom setting and trusting on a
lecturer.
5. Personalization in learning: It allows students and working professional for updating any particular
skill or area of interest at their own pace along with lexibility in time and place.
6. Good networking: BL has connected many students around the globe with the expertise of talented
instructors or subject-matter experts, you can connect with more people providing high-quality material
at a fraction of the cost. That frees up knowledgeable instructors to oﬀer more classes, or create more
training content for learners.
While the education community put in remarkable eﬀorts to maintain learning steadiness during this period
students need to be dependent upon good internet connectivity, their own gadgets and of course some
support from their families. The learners who don't have access to digital learning resources or lack the
lexibility and engagement to learn on their own, are at risk of falling behind in learning skills and reduced
productivity which may hinder our economic growth in long term.

Ms. Nisha Gupta
Associate Professor

PRECISION MEDICINE
We all belong to same species. Yet we diﬀer in our makeup.
One of the factors which aﬀect dose of the drug is the
individual. This individual make up of an individual has
given rise to Precision medicine.
Precision medicine is "an emerging approach for disease
treatment and prevention that considers individual
variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each
person." This approach will allow medicos to envisage
treatment and prevention strategies for a particular
patient. It is in contrast to a one-size- its-all approach, in
which disease treatment and prevention strategies are
developed for the average person, with less consideration
for the diﬀerences between individuals.
The concept of precision medicine has been a part of
healthcare for many years. For example, a person who
needs a blood transfusion is not given blood from a randomly selected donor; instead, the donor's blood type
is matched to the recipient to reduce the risk of complications. Although examples can be found in several
areas of medicine, the role of precision medicine in day-to-day healthcare is relatively limited. Researchers
hope that this approach will expand to many areas of health and healthcare in coming years.
A lot of overlap between the terms "precision medicine" and "personalized medicine." is seen. According to
the National Research Council, "personalized medicine" is an older term with a meaning similar to "precision
11

medicine." However, there was concern that the word "personalized" could be misinterpreted to imply that
treatments and preventions are being developed uniquely for each individual; in precision medicine, the
focus is on identifying which approaches will be eﬀective for which patients based on genetic, environmental,
and lifestyle factors. The Council therefore preferred the term "precision medicine" to "personalized
medicine." However, some people still use the two terms interchangeably.

Precision medicine, also known as personalized medicine,

"

is a new frontier for healthcare combining genomics,
big data analytics, and population health.

"

From an engineering point of view, precision medicine involves the use of technologies to acquire and
validate population-wise data, such as -omics based single cell analysis and biomarker discovery, for
subsequent application on the individual patient level.
It uses technologies to seriously acquire and assess an individual's own data for only their own treatment. For
example, this may involve the use of arti icial intelligence (AI) to both design a drug combination based on a
patient's own biopsy followed by N-of-1 dosing protocols.
Pharmacogenomics is a major part of precision medicine. It studies how genes aﬀect a person's response to
particular drugs. This relatively new ield combines pharmacology (the science of drugs) and genomics (the
study of genes and their functions) to develop eﬀective, safe medications and doses that are tailored to
variations in a person's genes.
Broad use of AI and pharmacogenomics with genome-guided drug pairing (driven by population data)
followed by AI-guided dynamic dosing (driven by individual data) can be of great help to the community to
provide accurate treatment devoid of adverse eﬀects.

Dr. Kumud Madan
Associate Professor

TRY ME
Does not wait,
It just Fly
If you regard,
You will reach High!

A must have on your face
Which adds to its grace
Does not cost a penny…
Can be given to any!

What is It?

What is It?
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YOUNG STAR ACHIEVER'S AWARD, 2021
Lloyd Institute takes pride in the achievement of our meritorious students and commemorates the occasion
by rewarding them at our Young Star Achiever's Award Ceremony. Keeping the celebratory spirit alive, we
have invited our honorable chief guests Ms. Monika Rani, IAS, Additional CEO, Yamuna Industrial
Development Authority and our esteemed Guest of Honour Mr. Elamaran G IPS, ADCP, Gautam Buddh Nagar.
With the blessings of these preeminent professionals acing their ield, we wish our students many more
milestones!

AICTE (ATAL) ACADEMY
SPONSORED ONE WEEK ONLINE (FDP)
Life Skill Development of Educators through Inner
Transformation by “Art of Living”
Lloyd Institute of Management & Technology (Pharm.)
successfully conducted a Five days online Faculty
Development Program (FDP)in the thrust area of Life
Skill Management, sponsored by ATAL academy. The FDP
entitled “Life Skill Development of Educators Through
Inner Transformation by "Art of Living" was conducted
through zoom platform, from 16th August to 20th August
2021, daily between 10:00 AM – 4:30 PM. In all 14
sessions of 2 hours each were conducted over these 5
days apart from inaugural on the irst day and
valedictory session on the concluding day. The sessions
were conducted by renowned trainers from the “Art of
14

Living Foundation” Mr. Rajeev Nambiar and Mr. Vishesh Deep. Two yoga sessions were conducted by Mr.
Abhishek Pachauri a quali ied yoga trainer, who is a regular Faculty at Lloyd.
Day-1 (Monday): 16th August, 2021: The program commenced at 10:00 AM. with a short inaugural which
was presided by the Chief Guest Mr. Prashant Rajore, Director, The Art of Living Foundation, Bengaluru and
Group Director, Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology, Prof. Vandana Arora Sethi. This was followed
by the irst technical session on “Eﬀective Communication & Introduction to Meditation” by Mr. Rajeev
Nambiar. The session was highly interactive and importance of communication and how to break the barriers
was demonstrated by making the participants open up by the end of the session.
There was a mid-session break for the participants at 11:30 AM, to allow participants to join the Joint
Inaugural of 22 FDPs by ATAL -AICTE.
In the second session “Coping with Uncertainty and Dynamics of Happiness and Yoga” delivered by Mr.
Vishesh Deep, State Director, Art of Living Foundation, Delhi NCR emphasized upon the non-permanency of
things and situations as situations keep changing and nothing is permanent. Under any circumstances the
mental balance has to be maintained. He also explained how Yoga and meditation are important and can keep
oneself happy and energized. At 2:30 PM a short lunch break of half an hour was announced and the
participants were instructed to rejoin sharp at 3:00 PM.
In the third and the concluding session of the irst day Mr. Rajeev Nambiar described the Signi icance of
Taking Ownership and Responsibility at workplace and how team dynamics works
Lloyd Institute of Management and
Technology (Pharm.) was proud to
celebrate World Pharmacist Day on 25
September 2020 on the theme
“Transforming Global Health”. Dr. Kumud
Madan, Associate Prof, Pharmacy
Department under the guidance of Dr.
Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director,
Lloyd Group of Institutions hosted and
introduced the pharmacy program to the
new students. On this occasion an inter college Poster making and Elocution contest was organized for B.
Pharm & M. Pharm students. The Magnate chief Guest for this event was Mr. T. Rama Rao, Founder & Senior
Consultant, Sai Pharma Consultants. Prof. Kanchan Kohli, Head and Prof, Department of Pharmaceutics,
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Jamia Hamdard University and Ms. Sarika Mahtta, Assoc. Prof. & Training and Placement Of icer, Lloyd were
the Jury Members to this event.
Many students from Colleges like Guru Gobind Singh College of Pharmacy, MD University, H.I.M.T., BBD
University, Shri Vishnu College of Pharmacy, Mesco College of Pharmacy, Marathwada Mitra Mandal's College
of Pharmacy, Sanskar College of Pharmacy and Research, etc proactively participated in this event.
Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi started the session by a welcome note and wishing the young pharmacist a Happy
World Pharmacist Day. Later Mr. T. Rama Rao spoke on how pharmacy profession is on the top of career and its
various plethoras that are contributed to the society. Poster making inalists were selected and later on the
shortlisted students of elocution contest went with their elocution on either of these topics Role of
Community Pharmacist in COVID-19, Pharmacist in Global Health, Growth Drivers of Indian Pharma Sector
and Pharma Vision 2020.
Winners of the Poster Competition were Priti Kanifnath Adhav from Dnyanvilas College of Pharmacy,
Dudulgaon, Pune bagged the irst position. Ritik Raj from Lloyd secured the second postion and third
positions were won by two students, Pawan from Lloyd and Aishwayra from Elixir Institute of Pharmacy,
Pune. Winner for the Elocution contest were Naman Mudgal from Lloyd won the irst position, Jessica and
Ojas from Lloyd shared the second position, A ifa Aziz, Mesco College of Pharmacy, Hyderabad secured third
position

Day-2 (Tuesday): 17th August, 2021: Day-2 had a dynamic start with Basic Yoga Training by Mr. Abhishek
Pachauri, Professional Yoga Trainer, Lloyd . He demonstrated several breathing practices and common asanas
with the assistance of Ms. Renuka Sharma, Faculty at Lloyd. The delegates were supposed to perform
parallelly with their videos on so that Mr. Pachauri could correct them online. He concluded the session by
discussing the signi icance of “AHAAR” in our lives. He described three diﬀerent categories of food and
stressed upon the fact that one should stick to “SATVIK” food which is not only nutritious and bene icial for
health but also in luences our thoughts, action and mental peace.
This was followed by a session on Sudershan Kriya by Mr. Vishesh Deep. At the end of the session there was an
experience sharing by the delegates with the coach. At 2:00 PM there was a break for half an hour.
Session resumed at 2:30 PM with Mr. Rajeev Nambiar who discussed the causes, implications and methods to
address “Burn Out and Rust Out in Students and Faculties”. The session concluded at 4:30 PM with a short
open discussion and experience sharing by the delegates.
Day-3 (Wednesday): 18th August, 2021: The Day commenced with a review of some questions that were
given to the delegates on the previous day by Mr. Rajeev Nambiar followed by deep insights into the Causes of
Stress and How to Handle it Eﬀectively. The take away message was “Accept people and situation as they are”.
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This was followed by repeat practice of Sudershan kriya with tips on how to practice it at home daily by own
self. The participants then took a break for lunch for half an hour.
The session resumed at 2:30 PM for yet another interesting talk on “Fostering Creativity and Innovation at
Work Place” by Mr. Rajeev Nambiar.
Day-4 (Thursday): 19th August, 2021: The day commenced with Basic Yoga practices and Breathing
Exercises. Key highlight was chair yoga which can be practiced in of ices while working. The session
conducted by Mr. Abhishek Pachauri in assistance with Ms. Renuka Sharma was highly appreciated. The
second session was on “Uncommon Sensed Wellness by Mr. Rajeev Nambiar. The day concluded with a
Meditation Workshop by Mr. Vishesh Deep.
Day-5 (Friday): 20th August, 2021: On the inal day the irst session was conducted by Mr. Rajeev Nambiar
on “Adhering to Commitments Through Inner Peace and Outer Dynamism”. Sir emphasized the importance of
ful illing commitments and how to eﬀectively strike a balance, between inner peace and outer dynamism
without making work burdensome, putting in ones best eﬀorts even into smallest of tasks.

This was followed by a session on “Instilling a Sense of Responsibility Towards Students, Institutions and
colleagues”. It was quite an interesting session and the delegates could very well relate to it.
Post lunch a google form link was shared with the participants to assess their learning during the past four
days. Also, the participants were requested to ill the feedback form on the ATAL portal.
The valedictory session was presided over by the Chief Guest Dr. Girdhari Lal Garg, Assistant Director, AICTE
Training and Learning (ATAL) Cell, AICTE New Delhi and the Group Director of Lloyd Institute of Management
and Technology (Pharm), Prof. Vandana Arora Sethi. Dr. Vandana extended a warm welcome to the chief guest
and to the delegates. She also expressed her thanks to AICTE for extending their support as grant.
Dr. Garg in his address quoted, “Whenever we say “YES” to anything around us, our consciousness broadens &
we feel more creative and innovative”. He emphasized that unless the teachers become creative in teaching,
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they may not be able to justify their role. He also said that “The things that we learned though this FDP session
must be well implemented in our life, which would ultimately help us in improving our quality of life &
indirectly contribute to the betterment of our students”.
This was followed by experience sharing and oral feedback from selected participants. Participants were
highly contented and thrilled and mentioned that this was a life transformational FDP for them which was
very well planned and executed. They mentioned that this kind of programs should be conducted more
frequently and would bene it not only the individuals but also the students, organizations, families and
society as a whole.
Also, three of the participants were recognized as “The star performers” and felicitated based on their
regularity, active participation throughout the FDP and score obtained in the assessment test.
The major goal of this FDP was to teach techniques for relieving stress, anxiety, and depression & to ensure
the mental peace and wellbeing of participants. To acquaint the participants with immunity-building
practices so as to ensure good health and to improve the energy levels and motivate the teachers. It certainly
helped to improve relationships and foster a spirit of Teamwork.

WORLD PHARMACIST DAY 2021
Lloyd Institute of Management and
Technology (Pharm.) was proud to
celebrate World Pharmacist Day on 25
September 2021 on the theme
“Transforming Global Health”. Dr.
Kumud Madan, Associate Prof,
Pharmacy Department under the
guidance of Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi,
G r o u p D i r e c t o r, L l o yd G r o u p o f
Institutions hosted and introduced the
pharmacy program to the new students.
On this occasion an inter college Poster
making and Elocution contest was
organized for B. Pharm & M. Pharm
students. The Magnate chief Guest for this event was Mr. T. Rama Rao, Founder & Senior Consultant, Sai
Pharma Consultants. Prof. Kanchan Kohli, Head and Prof, Department of Pharmaceutics, Jamia Hamdard
University and Ms. Sarika Mahtta, Assoc. Prof. & Training and Placement Of icer, Lloyd were the Jury Members
to this event.
Many students from Colleges like Guru Gobind Singh College of Pharmacy, MD University, H.I.M.T., BBD
University, Shri Vishnu College of Pharmacy, Mesco College of Pharmacy, Marathwada Mitra Mandal's College
of Pharmacy, Sanskar College of Pharmacy and Research, etc proactively participated in this event.
Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi started the session by a welcome note and wishing the young pharmacist a Happy
World Pharmacist Day. Later Mr. T. Rama Rao spoke on how pharmacy profession is on the top of career and its
various plethoras that are contributed to the society. Poster making inalists were selected and later on the
shortlisted students of elocution contest went with their elocution on either of these topics Role of
Community Pharmacist in COVID-19, Pharmacist in Global Health, Growth Drivers of Indian Pharma Sector
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and Pharma Vision 2020.
Winners of the Poster Competition were Priti Kanifnath Adhav from Dnyanvilas College of Pharmacy,
Dudulgaon, Pune bagged the irst position. Ritik Raj from Lloyd secured the second postion and third
positions were won by two students, Pawan from Lloyd and Aishwayra from Elixir Institute of Pharmacy,
Pune. Winner for the Elocution contest were Naman Mudgal from Lloyd won the irst position, Jessica and
Ojas from Lloyd shared the second position, A ifa Aziz, Mesco College of Pharmacy, Hyderabad secured third
position.

LLOYD CONVERGENCE CONCLAVE

Lloyd Group of Institutions organized the "Lloyd Convergence Conclave" themed "Industry 5.0: Smart
Automation in Management, Pharmaceutical and Technology Sector” to address the current trends in
automation and discuss the future challenges. The chief guest for the event was Mr. Narendra Bhooshan -CEO
Greater Noida Industrial Development Authority. The conclave was perceived to bring together the stalwarts
from the industry from varied streams and share their views on the need of multidisciplinary approach and
identifying the skill gap for the bene it of the students and creating the future work force. The event featured
representatives from various Government agencies, multinational corporate groups.
Mr. Manohar Thairani, President & Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director, Lloyd Group of Institutions
welcomed the Chief Guest, Mr. Narendra Bhooshan. CA Gaurav Arora, Senior Vice-President Kotak Mahindra
Bank, delivered the keynote address and described the transition from Industry 1.0 - Industry 5.0. He
emphasized that to it into this evolved set up students ought to develop new skill sets and contribute to
national growth.
The chief guest Mr. Narendra Bhooshan in his address reiterated the need for continuous learning suggested
that the students should develop a learning curve and should continuously update their knowledge. He
stressed upon that, “The government is the major facilitator of Industry 5.0and urged more and more
students to join the government and contribute in to creation of smart cities.” He quoted “Make the
solution/be the solution, don't be a problem.”
This was followed by a panel discussion on the topic where various expert panelists shared their insights on
the Progression of Smart Automation that has started to creep into Pharmacy, Management & Technological
Sectors. The panel witnessed important deliberations from Mr. Rohit Talwar, Commercial Excellence Leader,
GE Renewable Energy; Mr. Meenu Singhal, VP and Global Distribution Head, Industry Automation, Schneider
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Electric; Mr Alok Bhatnagar, Proprietor Modular Machines, Founder Director- Desmoto electrics Pvt. Ltd. Mr.
Amit Jain, Senior Program Manager, Adobe; Mr. Puneet Sharma, Product Head-Tools & Technology, Tata
Consultancy Services; Mr. Kunal Bose, President, Particle Technologies India; Dr. Kriti Soni Head Formulation Development, Dabur Research Foundation. Dr. Neetu Kamra, Associate Professor, Lloyd
Business School moderated the entire panel discussion with great enthusiasm. At the end questions from
students were taken up by the panelists.
Overall, the conclave was engaging and added value to all participants. Eminent speakers shared their
corporate experience and views with the audience and motivated everyone to be life-long learners and apply
the learning in their journey ahead for socially bene icial cause.

INDUCTION PROGRAM

A new beginning for the Pharmacy Program, 2021 for B. Pharm. & D. Pharm. entrants embarking a new
journey for the career and inspirational growth of students for a new perspective of knowledge and life skills
enhancement was initiated at Lloyd Campus on 21st October 2021, through the Induction Program 2021.
The session was inaugurated by invoking God's blessings with Sarawati Vandana. The honorable Chief Guest
of the program was Shri. S. L. Nasa, Former Registrar, Delhi State Pharmacy Council who bestowed his
blessing to the students by his presence for the day. He was welcomed by the President, Lloyd Group of
Institutions, Mr. Manohar Thairani and Group Director, Lloyd Group of Institutions Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi.
They congratulated the students for their foray in to a new professional journey of expertise and
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opportunities through Lloyd Group.
Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi shared her words of wisdom highlighting the importance of being a part of Pharmacy
profession and its various growth aspects in various professional career opportunities to choose. She said,
“Pharmacy as a career is the journey that starts from the idea of developing medicine.” She reiterated, “To
restrict oneself to degree or diploma is not enough to thrive in today's Pharma World especially when it is
booming across the globe. Besides, one should elaborate their career prospects via upskilling the knowledge,
undergoing technical certi ication program, to move beyond the curriculum & stay abreast.”
Speaking on the occasion, Shri. S. L. Nasa quoted, “Pharmacy is a global profession, & Lloyd is the top-most
college not only in Greater Noida but also in Uttar Pradesh region.” He also spoke about the advancements &
regular up-gradations of the Education regulation that were made since 1951 (implemented from 1953). He
explained brie ly on the avenues & scopes in pharmacy career stressing enough on D. Pharm. & B. Pharm.
pursuing students.

The further highlights were the Lab Coat ceremony followed by pharmacy oath. Dr. Alok Bhardwaj, Associate
Professor, Lloyd Institute of Management & Technology (Pharm.) shared his thoughts on Human Values and
Ethics. He stressed upon inculcating 'Sanskar' and said the 'mool mantra' to be happy is to have no
expectations from anyone. Ms. Preeti Maan, Associate Professor and Head of the Examination, familiarized
the students with the examination pattern. Ms. Sarika, Head of Career Guidance Training & Placement Cell
(CGTP) spoke on Industry-Academia Interaction & the Collaborations of Lloyd with reputed Industries. She
gave a brief insight into the guest lectures and Industrial visits conducted and introduced the Training and
Placement Cell as well as corporate coaches of Lloyd Institute.Lastly, the program was ended with a vote of
thanks from the Head of the Department, Lloyd Institute of Management & Technology (Pharm.), Dr. Shilpa
Pahwa.
All through the 3 days of the Induction Program 2021 students were occupied through innovative sessions
and mind boggling activities.
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DIWALI CARNIVAL

Lloyd organized a delightful Diwali carnival for the students on 29th and 30th October 2021. The event
opened with the colorful rangoli competition where students showcase their talent with the splash of colors.
There were various food, games and fun stalls for everyone to enjoy and have fun. The students were awarded
for the best decoration of stalls and highest revenue generation. Students from the Pharmacy department
exhibited certain innovative models and depicted their skills. The event was followed by Tug-of-war between
Pharmacy and Management students. Management boys and Pharmacy girls team bagged the trophies. The
carnival was summed up by PGDM students with the enthralling Nukkad natak which was enjoyed by the
audience and students. The Diwali carnival was a huge success and encouraged students to exhibit their best
and celebrate grand.
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FRESHER’S PARTY 2021

Lloyd organized a sumptuous fresher's welcome party on 30th October 2021 for the newly admitted
students. The motif of the event was James Bond theme hence the décor & the performances were nothing
less than drama packed picturesque. With pulsating ambience, lashing lights and foot tapping music, the
party began with a blast and the excitement augmented to a joyful high. Each event was marked by a variety
entertainment program that comprised folk dances, solo dances, fusion dances, fashion shows, singing. The
students worked untiringly to put together entertainment programs that enthralled the distinguished
audience alike and drew them irresistibly on to the stage to join in the fun. The most interesting part of the
events was the selection of Miss Fresher and Mr. Fresher of the respective departments. The students for
these titles were selected by a jury consisting of the student representatives and senior faculty members, who
judged them on the basis of their talent, wit and intelligent answers in the question rounds and appearance.
Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director, Dr. Alka Jyoti, Admissions Director and Dr. Ashok Tiwari, Director
LBS, bestowed the inal titles. The party ended with a good time-span for breaking-a-leg at the dance loor
with some promising lines-“The magic in the air turned into the chords of pulsating rhythmic hearts and
bonds for the year that lay ahead."
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AICTE S LLOYD’S INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Lloyd Institute, on December 17th-18th, successfully conducted the quintessential AICTE Sponsored
International Conference on "National Education Policy-Transformational Reforms in Higher Education".
700+ people from 75 organizations & 12 states participated, with 126 Abstracts including Oral & Paper
presentations.
Day 1 included Lamp Lightening and the Inaugural session by Prof. D. S. Chauhan, Former Vice-Chancellor,
AKTU, marked by Vice-Chancellor, DIPSR, and Prof. Ramesh K. Goyal. They enumerated that the new policy
works to provide self-directed learning to birth independent and con ident students.
Dr G. N Singh, Advisor to Hon'ble Chief Minister-Uttar Pradesh & Former DCGI, delivered the keynote address
stating “The education policy will have a great impact on the health sector since it's the pillar of the Nation."
Dr S. Eswara Reddy, Joint Drugs Controller (CDSCO) delivered the Prime Address, followed by a welcome note
by Dr Vandana Arora Sethi, Group-Director, Lloyd Group of Institutions. She coined the purpose of the
conference as bringing a new NEP to light.
Later, Ms Helen Morgan, English Educationist, UK, stated virtually that the Education System of the UK
emphasizes redeveloped practical work, lexible learning, and openness to admitting international students.
Later, Col B. Venkat, Director, AICTE, virtually commenced the First Panel Discussion "Translating the Vision
NEP-2020: Way Forward for Eﬀective Implementation" and promoted the inclusion of regional languages,
economically deprived students, dropouts and marginal students in the policy.
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Prof. Harvinder Popli, Director, SOPS, (DPSRU) asserted “Learner is the epicenter for vocational and
professional learning” while enumerating the challenges an educator faces.
Prof. Arun Nanda, MDU Rohtak, added that there are 85% soft skills and 15% technical skills for
employability, as per Harvard University. He advised the educators to invest in value education and skills.” Dr
Aseem Bhatnagar, Additional Director (Retd.) from Institute of Nuclear Medicine & Allied Sciences, DRDO,
Prof Nilay Goyal, from York University and Seneca College, Canada & Dr V. Kalaiselvan , Senior Principal
Scienti ic Of icer from (IPC), GoI were the esteemed panelists who shared their thoughts on this Discussion.
Ms Neetu Kamra , Associate Professor, Lloyd moderated this session.
In the Plenary Session Prof. Nilay Goyal, spoke on “Commercialization of Research and Innovation.” In
another Plenary Session, CA Gaurav Arora, Senior Vice President of Kotak Mahindra Bank, recapitulated the
journey of Industry 1.0 to Industry 4.0 and then Industry 5.0 introducing the coexistence of machinery and
humans. Future-ready means upskilling.
This was followed by Lloyd's students & Gala Evening featuring “ The Forgotten Cure”, Delhi based Musical
Band.

Day 2 of Lloyd's Conference hosted discussions on “Taking Higher Education to the Next Orbit: Make
Education Globally Impactful” during another panel discussion. The panelists included Prof. (Dr) S.
Sivakumar, Senior Professor from Indian Law Institute and Former Member, Law Commission of India. He
highlighted the importance of education for the economy. Dr Anant Narayan Bhatt, Scientist-F from INMAS,
DRDO stated “Whatever the education was delivered till now, never used to reach the industry but NEP has
changed the outset & faculties should encourage research and training." “The Multidisciplinary approach
adopted by NEP in respect of the pharmaceutical industry,” said Prof. Vidhu Aeri, Dean of Hamdard University.
Dr Abha Yadav, Associate Professor from SCLMR stressed building safe infrastructures for girls. Mr Kamal
Chhabra, CEO & Lead Instructor, KC GlobEd, focused on recognizing entrepreneurial skills to ensure
collaboration between institutions. Mr Manish Narang , Director, Medical Aﬀairs APAC, Abbott
Pharmaceutical Ltd said, “Inclusion of AI in education is signi icant to provide clarity" & Shri Rajeev Sharma ,
Scientist-F of Frontier and Futuristic Technology Division, Ministry of Science & Technology, highlighted the
initiatives of the Department of Science and Technology. Ms Anuka Kumar, Leader-Academic Partnerships,
IBM India moderated the session. (Picture 1)
Day 2's highlight, the Vice-Chancellors Round Table Discussion proved to be the largest networking platform,
joined by Prof. Ramesh K. Goyal, VC, DPSRU, Prof. Mohammad Afshar Alam, VC Hamdard University, Prof.
Abhay Kumar, VC Pratap University, Prof. Tabrez Ahmad, VC, GD Goenka University, Prof Praveen Chandra,
Dean, Prof, GGSIPU, & Prof. Kripa Shanker, Former VC& & Prof, (IIT) Kanpur. The discussion encompassed
improvement in employment opportunities & AI.
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The third Plenary session on “Ossifying the academic leaders-Motivated, Energized, Enriched and
Incentivized Faculty to realize the objectives of NEP” by Prof. Gowrisha Joshi, Director, CESS, Bangalore
focused on Educational Institutions & interacting with learners.
The Last Plenary session focused on “Towards a more holistic education: Integrating core values of our
culture and civilization in education” by Dr Devidas Golhar, Principal of (MMCC), Pune, who elaborated on the
implementation of NEP and Establishment of MERU.

The Valedictory session was marked by Dr Prof. Abhay Kumar, Vice-Chancellor, Pratap University. He
congratulated the management for organizing the exemplary conference and suggested the relevance of good
faculties.
The Oral & Poster Presentation winners were felicitated during this event. Ms. Samridhi Thakur, G.L.U. stood
First, Mr Vineet Kumar Ojha, LIMT (Pharm.) Second & Ms Nidhi Srivastava, Research & Development
Department, Decode DNA Pvt. Ltd. stood 3rd in Poster Presentation. For Oral Presentation Ms Ayesha
Waheed from Jamia Hamdard stood 1st, Ms Ittishree, G.V.M. College of Pharmacy got second, & Mr Gulshan,
GU got third.
This conference was organized by LIMT (Pharm.) and sponsored by the (AICTE) in partnership with
(DPSRU), Arbro Pharmaceuticals, & (SPER).
This program was successfully conducted under the guidance of Patron: Shri. Manohar Thairani, President;
Convenor: Dr Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director; Co-convenor: Prof. Kanchan Kohli, Director, Research &
Publications; Coordinator: Dr Chitra Gupta, Professor, & Co-coordinator Dr Lalit K. Tyagi, LIMT (Pharm.), Dr
Gaurav Kumar Jain, Associate Professor, DPSRU.
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IPR AWARENESS PROGRAM
Monday March 07th 2022: Lloyd Institute of
Management and Technology organized "IPR
Awareness Program" on 07th March, 2022.The
keynote speakers for the session was Mr. Subrat
Sahu, Examiner of Patents & Designs, Indian
Patent Of ice, Delhi and Mr. Abhas Kumar Bhoi,
Examiner of Patents and Designs in the Indian
Patent Of ice Delhi, Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, Govt. of India.
The programme was commenced by Mr. Subrat
Sahu, who gave the brief introduction about
NIPAM (National Intellectual Property Rights Mission) under the initiative of Government’s “Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav” which PM Modi says “to stimulate the growth of India”. Main Motto is to make people aware about
the Intellectual property rights. Then Programme was preceded by Mr. Sahu giving brief about the patent
rights and acts before and after independence. He also stated that after becoming the member of WTO how
India had to align its sections of the patents acts with that of the TRIPS Agreement and Uruguay Roun.
Further, Mr. Abhas Kumar Bhoi discussed at length about the rights of an individual towards intellectual
property. He also emphasized about the relevance and objective of IPR. Students got insight about various
types of Intellectual Property. An exhausted description about the method and procedure of applying patent,
the forms used in the process along with the set of rules with each form was also apprised by Mr. Abhas. In
continuation, he also narrated the fees, timelines and eligibility for iling parents. He explicitly briefed about
the time it takes to get fully patent. The session also had description about Copyrights and trade secrets.
The programme was ended by Q and A session. Experts of the day Mr. Sahu and Mr. Bhoi quizzed the students
in order to analyze whether the students have grasped the concept or not and the students performed
exceptionally well. The session was very informative and really easy to understand as the concept of
Intellectual Property Rights can get really confusing for students.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 2022
Tuesday, 08th March 10, 2022: The Lloyd Group of Institutions successfully hosted an International Women's
Day event at the Lloyd campus, with the theme #BreakTheBias. The event began with an auspicious lamp
lighting by all the noteworthy guests, led by Mr. Manohar Thairani, President, Lloyd and Dr. Vandana Arora
Sethi, Group Director, Lloyd, and was followed by an Inaugural session presided over by Dr. Vandana Arora
Sethi, in which she addressed and warmly greeted all the guests, including special guest Smt. Sushma Singh,
Vice Chairperson - Uttar Pradesh, State Women Commission, and chief guest Guru Praketa Ji.
Our honorable special guest Smt. Sushma Singh, Vice Chairperson - Uttar Pradesh, State Women Commission,
thanked the Lloyd group of institutions for organizing such an inspiring event, adding that Lloyd has already
broken the bias by including a male panelist and a large number of men at the event. She inspired everyone in
attendance by highlighting the fact that India is one of the few countries where women have served as
president, prime minister, army general, piloted a ighter jet, and travelled to space. "Don't worship females,
just respect them," she added.
Later, our special guest Guru Praketa Ji depicted Mira Bai's (16th century, Hindu mystic poet and devotee of
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Krishna) life and struggle, as well as how she overcame challenges and negativity in her life by citing an
example of her husband's brother attempting to kill her, rather she turned poison into nectar because of her
divine faith in Lord Krishna. She also wished Lloyd success in their ultimate goal.

Lloyd was illuminated with the presence of other dignitaries and delegates for a panel discussion. Starting
with the First Panel Discussion on "The Critical Role of Diversity," our panelist Ms. Manjula Mishra, Director,
Holosafe Security Labels Pvt. Ltd., stated, "More women should aspire to be entrepreneurs, even the
ecosystem is now becoming conducive to that." She also stated that "industry structures should be geared to
support female workers." "Strong women raise secure men, and secure men let women lead," stated Dr. Neha
Arora, Director of Auriga Research. She also mentioned, “The world will come crashing down the day women
take a step back." Ms. Swati Aggarwal, Senior Director, Care Ratings, thanked Lloyd for allowing her to share
her thoughts and stated emphatically that conditions for women had improved in the last 25 years, with
women now accounting for nearly half of her company's workforce. “Although intentional eﬀorts must be
made to ensure that women are visible at upper managerial levels, where males still outnumber women." Ms
Sumita Das, Founder and President of the Life of Vision Foundation, recounted her heartfelt experience about
having to retire due to her obligations. She went on to say, "The reason behind most women's success is that
women work systematically," and encouraged the youth to dream big and never give up. Although our
distinguished panelist Mr. Alvin David, General Manager, HRD Newgen Software Technologies Ltd. had a
diﬀerent perspective on the current state of women, emphasising the fact that women in the engineering
sector have increased in the last 6-7 years, and using words like "strong women" puts unnecessary pressure
on women.
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Later, a second-panel discussion focused on a very delicate topic: many facets of women's identity: The
Struggle of Being a Modern Woman. Our renowned panelist Mr. Ajit Sood, Partner RBSA, Restructuring
Advisor discussed the many issues encountered by women living in rural regions and how women in Bihar
are transitioning towards entrepreneurship with limited resources. Dr Neetu Bhagat, AICTE's Deputy
Director, began by telling her tale of moving to diﬀerent cities as a result of her commitment and
determination to pursue her aspirations. "We are strong enough to support another gender instead of
receiving support from them," she added. Ms. Sabeena Yousuf, Managing Partner, Pashmina, Cottage
Emporium, oﬀered her exhilarating thoughts on the matter and had a unique perspective: "If we treat women
as human beings, there will be no bias." She also stated that no one needs to grant a woman rights because she
already has them. Ms Vaishali Taneja, NASSCOM, Future Skill Partner Engagement Lead, stated very clearly
that as women, we should embrace our journey and not be so hard on ourselves about how we appear, if we
have the proper attitude, or whether we would be able to justify the chance we have been given. “I am
privileged to be part of the medical sector because it is driven by both genders," said Dr. Mohna Chauhan,
Director, Prakash Hospital. She mentioned that she is grateful for the opportunity to make her own decisions
and strive to improve her continuously. "My family backed me in my business of Travel and Tourism for school
pupils, stated Ms Swati Bhatnagar, Entrepreneur, Adventure Tourism, and Handcrafter Edibles.
The award ceremony, which was held expressly to commemorate International Women's Day, inspired
students, and awards were handed to winners of the "Slogan Writing" and "Video-making" competitions, as
well as academic winners from the pharmacy, engineering, management, and education. Faculty members
were also recognized for their remarkable contributions to their departments.
Under the patronage of Shri. Manohar Thairani, President, and Dr Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director, this
program was successfully carried out.

HOLI CELEBRATION 2022
Wednesday, 16th March 2022: Holi, is the festival that
ignites the spirit of cheerfulness and brings us back to
some cherished childhood memories. The festival
that circulates the colours of joy and incites us to
connect with our loved ones. We, at Lloyd Institute,
celebrated the most-awaited and happy festival at our
campus- Holi. While the teachers, staﬀ, faculty, and
other members immersed themselves in the
heartiest celebrations, for many, it was a chance to ix
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broken bonds, rejoice the arrival of spring, share waves of laughter, and let their inner child out. From sharing
foods and beverages, and music to the grooving, Lloyd institute really unveiled the real Holi fun that we didn't
know we were missing.
The sheer act of applying Gulaal to each other signi ies the value of human touch, the eﬀect of colours, and the
sentiment of love for one another. The day was unmasked by a wholesome get-together at Lloyd's spacious
campus, followed by the distribution of sweets, snacks, exchanges of hugs, and collectively joining hands to
instil hues of success in our students' lives. Sharing the same lineage of deities, the entire team at Lloyd
graciously prayed for everyone's good health, luck, and unbridled growth while marking the festivities in full
fervour. Lloyd Institute aims to embed the same unparalleled, colourful smiles in the careers of our everevolving students.

INTRA DEPARTMENT CHESS COMPETITION
Friday, 29th April 2022: Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology, Greater Noida, Lloyd Sport Club
under the Aegis of IQAC organized Intra Department Chess Competition on 29th April 2022 at Lloyd Campus.
The objective of this activity is to engage students with co-curricular activities and showcase their sharpness.
The students took keen interest to participate in this indoor yet exciting chess competition and became
winners. Vidhi from B. Pharm 2nd year bagged the winner title in the Girls Chess Competition & Arun Lohiya
from B. Pharm 1st year grabbed the winner title in the Boys Chess Competition.
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EXPERT TALK-I ON “FUTURE SKILLS: AI IN HEALTHCARE”
Wednesday, May 04th 2022: Lloyd Institute of Management and
Technology (Pharm), Greater Noida organized an Expert Talk on
“Avenues in Public Health” by Dr. Jyoti Sharma. The event was
coordinated by Dr Kumud Madan. Dr. Jyoti Sharma is a fellow of
the future faculty program of Public Health Foundation of India
(PHFI). She highlighted that Public Health is a wise investment
that helps people to save money, enjoy good health and live longer.
PHFI is an organization in collaboration with the Academy of
Scienti ic and Innovative Research (AcSIR) under which various
types of e-Post Graduate Programs (Public Health Nutrition,
Epidemiology, Health Promotion, and Public Health Services
Management etc.) and e- Courses (Research Methodology, Tobacco control, Clinical Research Methods, and
Research ethics, etc.) are available. She stated that Clinical Research involves epidemiological studies,
patient-oriented research, behavioral science, health service research, clinical trials and translational
research. She also briefed about the Health Informatics. It has tremendous promise in improving the
ef iciency, Cost-eﬀectiveness, quality, and safety of health care service systems.
The courses oﬀered by PHFI have many unique features like multidisciplinary faculty, self-paced learning,
virtual classrooms etc. She had introduced to diﬀerent types of careers associated with clinical research in
the pharma industry. One can apply for a project manager, data manager, data analyst, scientist/principal
investigator, research coordinator and quality control monitor etc. She vividly told all the quali ications
required for the particular career options. At last, she summarized her words by guiding about diﬀerent types
of scholarships available for meritorious students. The guest was felicitated in the end by Dr. Shilpa Pahwa,
H.O.D. Lloyd.

EXPERT TALK I ON “FUTURE SKILLS: AI IN HEALTHCARE”
Friday, May 06th 2022: In continuation with Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav, Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology organized
an expert Talk on “Future Skills: AI in Healthcare”. on 6th of May
2022. It was delivered by Mr. Ranjit Barshikar CEO- QbD International
(Quality by Design / CGMP Consulting -- Bio-Pharma /
Pharma),United Nations- Geneva Adviser. The speaker had a
renowned experience of 51 years in his domain and delivered around
85 talks in last one and a half period.
He briefed the Importance of Arti icial Intelligence in various areas of
Pharmaceutical Sciences. He told how AI has bene ited Pharma
industries in the ield of Manufacturing, Testing, Product
Development, Pharmacotherapy etc. He also explained the role of AI
in logistics, Tracking, Packaging and processing with lesser chances
of Human error. He also explained the various departments which
are currently applying AI in their domain to expedite the process and
make it error free. Various pharma companies have already adopted
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AI in various sectors and is still progressing in the same direction.
He also explained the role of AI in Drug discovery. The signi icance of AI in drug designing and screening has
reduced the number of hours of tireless working and given the result which is 100% correct. He told the
audience that the coming era is of AI and we must adapt to the same if we want to survive in this competitive
world. The webinar ended with question answer session and the speaker was happy to notice the students
enthusiasm and curiosity and quest for the topic. The event was a great success and students bene ited out o f

LLOYD’S HR CONCLAVE 5.0
Friday, May 13, 2022: Lloyd Group of Institutions,
Greater Noida organized an HR Conclave 5.0 on
13th May 2022 for the ifth time from the last 5
years. The main aim of the HR conclave was to
bring together India's in luential leaders from
various domains of HR to share their views on the
topic “Re-imagining organizations in times of
disruptions” and to facilitate the achievers. The
beginning of the event was marked by the
Inaugural address by Group Director, Lloyd
Group of Institutions - Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi
and welcomed the eminent guests with the
Chairman, Lloyd Group of Educational Institutes,
Greater Noida - Mr. Manohar Thairani. The Chief
Guest of the event was Shri. Suhas Lalinakere
Yathiraj, IAS, District Magistrate, G.B. Nagar (UP)
who was facilitated for being the irst IAS in
achieving silver medal in the Tokyo Paralympics
2021 for Badminton. He inspired the students by
encouraging them to chase their dreams and
thoughts despite being surrounded by the odds
of society so that it becomes your destiny. The
Guest of honor for the event Dr. Babu Lal (ExExecutive Director BHEL) also motivated the youth to work in collaboration and believe in learning every day
and also focused on one constant thing which is Change.
There was a felicitation ceremony for 38 recruiter companies namely – Medisage; Naturecode( Earthsoul
Ayurveda); Nutrilife; VXL Drugs; Mascot Health Series Pvt. Ltd.; Biodeal Pharmaceuticals and others being
the prominent ones who have recruited the students from Lloyd in the past. Student achievers from Lloyd
were also facilitated by the Chief Guest.
The second part of the event included Panel Discussion followed by the remarks of Dr. Ashok Tiwari at the
end.
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HANDS ON TRAINING SESSION ON
“HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
Saturday, 14th May, 2022: A One Day Hands on Training Session on “High Performance Liquid
Chromatography (HPLC)” was organized at the Institute under the lagship of Institutional Quality Assurance
Cell (IQAC) and Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC) on 14th May, 2022. The workshop/training session was
attended by Faculty members, PG scholars and the Lab technicians. The resource person was Ms. Parakh
Sachdeva, Application Engineer from Waters India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi. The day long workshop commenced
with a one and a half theoretical presentation session covering: Brief Introduction of HPLC: Principle,
Operation & Applications; Software Training on Data Acquisition, Data Processing, Data Reporting; Method
Development and Do’s & Don’ts while Operating a System. This was followed by hands on training in batches
of 5 at a time. In all, 26 faculty members, 6PG students and 5 lab technicians bene itted from the session and
were awarded certi icates for the same.The feedbacks shred by participants as follow: "The workshop was
extremely good. The presentation clari ied the basic concepts of HPLC and parts of instruments along with
precautions to be observed. The Hands-on training session was quite good and oﬀered practical experience
on the instrument."

BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT CAMP
Tuesday, May 17th 2022: Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology's
COMMUNITY CLUB organises a Blood Pressure Measurement Camp on the
signi icant occasion of "World Hypertension Day". World Hypertension
Day is held on May 17 annually to promote blood pressure awareness. The
World Hypertension League, an umbrella organisation of national
hypertension societies and leagues with 85 countries as its members,
initiated World Hypertension Day in 2005. Hypertension has no symptoms
and could go unnoticed for years. Blood pressure is the force exerted by
circulating blood against the walls of the blood vessels in the body.
Hypertension occurs when blood pressure remains too high for an
extended period. To combat this, people should regularly check their blood
pressure for a longer lifespan.
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In the blood pressure measurement camp
that the community club was holding, the
blood pressure of over 60 people was
measured and recorded successfully. All the
people were briefed about the importance of
measuring hypertension and various
interesting facts about the same through
multiple charts, models, etc., made by the
community club students.

FAREWELL PARTY 2022: BON-ADIEU
Wednesday, May 18th 2022: Lloyd organized a sumptuous Farewell Party 2022: BON-ADIEU for the inal year
pharmacy students. The motif of the event was “Boys in ties & Girls in pearls” theme hence the décor & the
performances were nothing less than drama packed picturesque. With pulsating ambience, lashing lights
and foot tapping music, the party began with a blast and the excitement augmented to a joyful high. Each
event was marked by a variety entertainment program that comprised a breath-taking classical dance, beat
boxing, duet dance, ramp-walk, singing & musical chair. The students worked untiringly to put together
entertainment programs that enthralled the distinguished audience alike and drew them irresistibly on to
the stage to join in the fun. The most interesting part of the events was the selection of Mr. & Miss Lloyd, Mr. &
Miss Fashion Icon & Mr. Entertainer. The students for these titles were selected by a jury consisting of the
student representatives and senior faculty members, who judged them on the basis of their talent, wit and
intelligent answers in the question rounds and appearance. Dr. Vandana Arora Sethi, Group Director, Dr. Alka
Jyoti, Admissions Director, Dr. Kumud Madan, Associate Professor and Dr. Chitra Gupta, Professor, Lloyd
bestowed the inal titles. The party ended with a good time-span for breaking-a-leg at the dance loor with
some promising lines - “The magic in the air turned into the chords of pulsating rhythmic hearts and bonds for
the year that lay ahead."
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INTERNATIONAL DAY OF BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY CELEBRATION
Thursday, 23rd May 2022: Lloyd Transpire club organized the Power point presentation contest on
23/05/2022 on the topic 'Herbal and Medicinal Plants Indigenous to India' on the Occasion of International
Day of Biological Diversity.The purpose of the event was to apprise the students and audience about the rich
plant heritage of our country which has been used since ages and proved bene icial in COVID times also.
Indian subcontinent is rich in medicinal and aromatic plants.In this event, 6 teams participated and gave
presentations on various herbs namely Bael, Ashwagandha, Giloy etc. Participants presented well drafted
slides with images and explained them. Judgement was done by Dr. Kanchan Kohli (Director, Research) and
Dr. Khursheed Alam (HOD, Pharmacognosy).
On the basis of evaluation, winners were announced. Pratham and Khushbu scored 1st position, Naresh
Kumar Prasad got 2nd position and Yash Vashisht 3rd position. All the participants were given participation
certi icate. The event was well organized by Transpire club members under the supervision of Dr. Chitra
Gupta and Dr. Kumud Madan.
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WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY CELEBRATION AT LLOYD
Tuesday, 31st May 2022: Lloyd Institute of Management and Technology, Greater Noida celebrated World No
Tobacco Day on 31st May, 2022 under the Aegis of IQAC in association with Lloyd Community Club. On this
occasion, Intra Department Poster or Collage making competition was organized followed by an expert talk
on “Healthy HEART Happy MIND” by Dr. Mohit Dayalgupta, Professor of Cardiology, GB Pant Hospital, New
Delhi. In Poster/ Collage making competition, participants were given ample opportunities to showcase their
creativity followed by the theme. All the students participated enthusiastically along with competitive spirit.
The students were judged by Dr. Khursheed Alam & Dr. Atinder Kaur. The criteria of judgment were Creativity,
Theme and Presentation.
Thereafter, Dr. Mohit Dayalgupta, Professor of Cardiology, GB Pant Hospital, New Delhi took a session on “
Healthy Heart Healthy Mind” He said that though we have paid enough attention to our material well-being,
but we have lost our peace and happiness. For a healthy life, pure food, exercise and meditation are a must. He
spoke about the need to transform one’s inner self, change the perspective and cleanse the mind of negativity.
He emphasized the importance of touching each other’s emotions and to let go of anger and irritation. He also
highlighted the problems faced by people who consume tobacco. The session was concluded with felicitation
to the participants and winners of Poster/Collage making competition with the closing remarks/special talk
by invited guests of the event, Dr. Mohit Dayal Gupta, Professor of Cardiology, GB Pant Hospital, New Delhi.
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WEBINAR SERIES
Webinar 1.0 was organized on 9th July on the
topic “Growing opportunities in Pharmacy
Profession” The Speaker Mr. Arjun Dasoondi ,
Associate Vice President Amway India spoke
about increasing shares, pro it and career
opportunities in the Nutraceuticals market.
Prof. Vandana Arora Sethi

Mr. Dasoondi initially talked about the life of a
Pharmacy professional and immense
contributions he can make to the society. He
explained his career journey and how he made
to his current position. He talked about various
herbs and their formulations which are meant
for a good immune system and allays diseases.
He says everyday new challenges come in the
ield of research and we should upgrade our
skills to keep us ahead. He also emphasized that
our social networking should also be strong to keep updated. Besides formal education and skills, one should
be open to various industries and stay updated what is latest trend in an industry and what is newest culture
in industry. He said that further collaborations between the research cell of the Lloyd and Amway can be
worked out.
Group Director
Lloyd Group of Institutions

Webinar 2.0 was organized on 16 July
2022 where Mr. Manish Narang, Director
M e d i c a l A ﬀ a i r s , A PA C A b b o t t
Pharmaceutical Ltd addressed the
a sp irin g ca n dida tes on “Grow in g Prof. Vandana Arora Sethi
Opportunities in Pharmacy
Profession”The speaker irst briefed his
career journey and stated that how he
grew in the World of Pharmacy. He told
about the various branches of Abbott and
the career pro ile related to it. He
presented very beautifully using clips
from Indian Cinema. He explained the various career options available after graduation and also the means to
achieve these.He talked that how people started from scratch and received the height of success today with
hard work and perseverance. His words were very informative. Session ended with students’ queries.
Group Director
Lloyd Group of Institutions

He spoke about the marketing at a stretch. He also explained the diﬀerence between marketing and sales. He
told that it is the determination of an individual which can brings change in life. He also added that in
competitive market, one has to grow skills.
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Moving to the next session of Webinar
Series, Webinar 3.0 was organized on
23rd July where the speaker Mr. Avinash
Mohanty; Vice President, Strategic
Partnership, Medisage addressed the
audiences on a virtual platform.
Mr. Mohnaty quoted the names of Icons
who are at prestigious positions today in
the ield of Pharmacy. He explained the
various components of Healthcare
ecosystem which included patients,
Doctors and drugs.
He stated that how a pharmacy professional can be omnipotent and provide onmichannel to the ecosystem by
playing diversi ied roles in various arenas as research, Marketing, Hospital administration, Academics.
He also told that path to experience omnichannel includes various steps. These include the identi ication of
minute gaps in the journey followed by research on those points and organizing various elements. The last
step is monitoring and taking a feedback.
He told about his Company “Medisage” and how do they interact with Healthcare professionals enabling
omnichannel engagement. He also talked about the collaboration between medisage and other medical
associations. He gave a rule Mantra “Good Start is Half the Job Done”
Webinar 4.0 was organized on 30th July
2022 on the topic “Growing
opportunities in Pharmacy
Profession”. Dr. Rajesh Verma; Principal
Scientist Analyical Development from
Dabur Research encouraged the students
toward Profession of Pharmacy. He
explained the various career
opportunities after graduation as well as
Post graduation in Pharmacy. He shared
his experience as a student and sorted
various queries which comes to a student
mind. He commented that Pharmacy is the profession where one can contribute to the Humanity and
mankind as well. He emphasized that the Pharmaceutical Industry has the highest growth rate. He stated the
various Government organizations where a pharma professional can get an opportunity to work. These
included World Health Organization, Council of scienti ic and Industrial Research, Defence, Research and
Development Organization, Indian Council of Medical Research, AYUSh etc. He briefed the path of drug from
the stage of product development to the marketing and various phases a drug undergo during this entire
process.
He also quoted that sky is the limit for an individual to grow in the ield of pharmacy and assured the
upcoming students that Pharmacy is a right career choice.
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Students’
Achievements
Lloyd
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G-PAT QUALIFIERS

Congratulations
Our GPAT 2022 Qualifiers

Neha Gupta

Sweta Jaiswal

Sachin Patel

GPAT Score: 98.71

GPAT Score: 98.10

GPAT Score: 97.97

Ashish Kumar

Adarsh Yadav

Lalit Kumar

GPAT Score: 97.01

GPAT Score: 91.30

GPAT Score: 85.33

Preet Sagar
GPAT Score: 79.05
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ACADEMIC ACHIVERS

Congratulations
Academic Achievers of

Academic Achievers of

ODD SEMESTER 2021-22

ODD SEMESTER 2021-22
RANK-1

RANK-1

Kashish

Pratham

B.Pharm. | 1st Sem.

B.Pharm. | 3 Sem.

rd

RANK-2

RANK-2

Mahika Ashish Jain

Attika Singhal
B.Pharm. | 3rd Sem.

st

B.Pharm. | 1 Sem.

RANK-3

RANK-3

Sandhya

Yashi Tyagi

B.Pharm. | 1st Sem.

B.Pharm. | 3rd Sem.

Academic Achievers of

Academic Achievers of

ODD SEMESTER 2021-22

ODD SEMESTER 2021-22

RANK-1

RANK-1

RANK-2

Neha Gupta

Ashish Kumar

B.Pharm. | 7th Sem.

B.Pharm. | 7th Sem.

RANK-3

RANK-3

Sachin Patel
B.Pharm. | 5th Sem.

RANK-2

Naman Mudgal
B.Pharm. | 5th Sem.

RANK-3

Pooja Bhardwaj

Riya Reehal

B.Pharm. | 5th Sem.

th

B.Pharm. | 7 Sem.
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Sachin Verma
B.Pharm. | 7th Sem.

PROUD PLACEMENTS

A Historic Achievement for Lloyd

Congratulations
Our Proud Achievers for Lucrative Placement Opportunity

Ajay Sharma

Akhil Choudhary

Ashish Kumar

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

Devansh Tripathi

Harsh Bhardwaj

Yograj Nagar

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

Rohit Kumar

Shivam Kumar

B.Pharm. (2018-22)

B.Pharm. (2018-22)
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Your Dreams. Our Mission.
Lloyd Institute of Management & Technology
Plot No. 11, Knowledge Park-2, Greater Noida (U.P.)
Phone No. +91-9873250790, +91-9821394572, +91-9821394573
Email ID: lloyd.pharmacy@gmail.com Website: www.lloydpharmacy.edu.in

